
TROYETTES
SKILL SCORES: JULY 28TH, 2022 

Name: Toe Touch Double Turn Right Split Left Split Middle Split Calypso    Split Leap Butt Kick C-Jump Overall Personal Average

Riley Aguirre 3.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.83

Kaila Belleu 2.50 2.75 2.50 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.75 2.00 2.75 2.53
Haddie Cohen 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.11
Muñeca Danforth 2.90 1.00 2.75 2.50 2.50 1.00 2.50 2.00 2.50 2.18

Taylor Hermsen 2.25 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.53

Lana Gould 3.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 3.75 2.50 2.50 3.75 4.00 3.11

Katie Klatt 2.75 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.75 1.50 4.00 3.75 4.00 3.42

Lily Koeser 2.50 3.50 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50 3.11

Ava Neal 2.50 3.00 4.00 3.75 3.00 1.50 2.75 2.50 3.00 2.89

Makala Lang 3.75 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.81

Sophia Morrissey 2.50 3.50 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.78

Olivia Valley 2.50 3.50 3.00 3.50 3.00 3.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.11

Kailey Weires 1.75 2.50 4.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.50 1.50 2.50 2.42

Josie VanBoxtel 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.75 3.50 2.50 2.75 3.75 2.75 2.94

Team Average 2.64 2.86 3.07 2.71 3.11 2.14 2.77 2.66 2.96 2.77

Top 10% 3.61 - 4.00 Exceeds Expectations
Top 25% 3.01 - 3.60 Meets Exceptations
Top 35% 2.61 - 3.00 Right Under Expectations
Top 45% 2.21 - 2.60 Approaching Expectations
Bottom 55% 0.00 - 2.20 Does Not Meet Expectatoins
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TROYETTES
SKILL SCORES

Name: Toe Touch Double Turn Right Split Left Split Middle Split Calypso    Split Leap Butt Kick C-Jump

Riley Aguirre
Even though you meet exceptations, really stretch 
through and point your feet. Work on over extending 
your peak.

Get way deeper in your prep and pull 
up higher in your relevé. Split your 
center in your ending; falling to your 
left, so put more weight into your right.

Almost there; really work on dynamic 
stretching so you can sit and fully extend 
your split all the way through your feet.

Down there, but you have the 
potential to push that back leg down 
more and extend that energy into 
your feet for a full point. 

Meeting the exceptations to be in a 
routine, but you have the potential to 
push it even further, where you can 
lay closer to the floor. 

Straighten and extend your right leg as soon leave the floor; 
point your foot. Arms are swimming when in coming into and 
out of your "L" postion. Have both of your legs 180 parallel 
with the ground while the right leg straightens and the left leg 
bends.

Meets exceptations, but can push 
much more through both legs; 
straighten the back leg. Legs, front 
and back are peaking at different 
times; much like a teater-tot.

Make sure once you begin to let your leg 
swing through, that you are brush-locking that 
knee and pointing your feet. Arms are 
swinging, so really push down into sides. Can 
straighten bottom leg more and lean deeper 
into the side.  

Get lower and punch more into your prep. 
Break arms straight through your chest, so 
they are parallel in the jump; falling below 
180. 

Kaila Belleu

Close to meeting expectations. From the prep, use that 
relevé to cement your body; tuck your pelvis, engage 
+ close your rigcage, and open your chest. Make sure 
your legs and arms move almost as one when hitting 
your peak. . Really tuck your pelvis in the jump so 
your center is moved backward; this will get your legs 
up past parallel. Again, tucking your pelvis will help 
you repostion your center, which should be almost 
backwards of you, in your lower back.

Getting better, can work on reaching 
expectations for a competitive routine. 
Great plié in the prep, but take more 
time in the relevé to tuck your pelvis, 
postion your ribcage in, and lift your 
chest. From there, get low in your prep 
and keep your front left leg turned out; 
tends to turn in. Snap that passé leg fast 
and higher up to the inside of your left 
turning leg. With that left leg, put more 
energy into straightening and lifting 
thorughout the entirety of the motion. 
Hit that ending sumo harder and 
deeper. During the while rotation, 
really work on spotting harder; whip 
that head around. 

Really push down deaper into that split. 
Stretch those knees out and send all that 
energy through towards your feet for a 
nice pointed line. 

Very close to hitting that left split to a 
competitive expectation. push down 
deaper into that split. Stretch those 
knees out and send all that energy 
through towards your feet for a nice 
pointed line. 

Hitting that competitive expectation, 
but can fully exceed by working on 
lifting your upper body and rolling 
back the shoulders. Keep working on 
being able to lay on the ground. 

Really has improved since you joined the team! During the 
low chainé, really widen your feet so you can get deeper 
into that prep; in that position, that's where all your energy is 
stored/created in order to really hit that peak image in the 
jump. Following the chainé, brush -lock that right leg straight 
to the side and up, while letting the back left leg to bend and 
snap at the same moment.

Great leap, very close to hitting that 
competitive expection. From the prep, 
make sure you're running toe-heel, not 
heel-toe; makes it look like more 
"graceful' rather than running into it. 
Keep stretching that energy through 
both legs.

Needs work to be incorporated into a 
competitive routine. From the beginning, use 
your arms in shelf during the prep, and break 
them hard down your sides once you kick 
through. Straighten out that supporting leg, as 
well as your right kicking one, and open up 
your hips. More snap and energy. 

Close to being competition material. Work 
on breaking those arms; you tend to swing 
arms from chest-down, work on punch 
closer tight to body during that down 
motion. Pelvis is pushing forward correctly, 
but really bend those knees more so your 
big toes can reach closer to your head. 
Lastly, when you finish, break straight 
down your chest as you hit your hands on 
to the ground to finish. 

Haddie Cohen

Approaching a competitive toe touch, but still needs 
intesive work. From the prep, use that relevé to cement 
your body; tuck your pelvis, engage + close your 
rigcage, and open your chest. From there, keep your 
ankles together when you plié; tends to be pidgeon 
footed. Once you move into the air during your jump, 
have your legs immediately come to you; not having 
your chest immediately bend over to them. Again, 
tucking your pelvis will help you repostion your center, 
which should be almost backwards of you, in your 
lower back. Work on straighter arms and coming 
down in with almost straight legs; tend to bend like a 
"spider monkey". Lastly, extend and point through 
your feet to complete that line. Confidence is KEY

Fast/great improvement from the time 
you started. From that deep plié prep, 
shoot all that power into your 
supporting left leg to hit that passé 
faster and stronger as you take off. 
Also, from that beginning, snap your 
arms faster and spot quicker to the 
front. Main things would be spotting, 
maintaining relevé the whole time, 
connecting passé ankle to turning left 
knee, and ending in a strong/confident 
sumo. 

Almost hitting expectations, but can 
stretch much more though your front and 
back knees, and using that, extend that 
energy all the way through into your 
feet for a stronger point. Really focus on 
pointing feet. 

Under expectations, but can reach it. 
Really push to dynamically stretch that 
back leg and, using that energy, point 
that front foot harder.    

Meeting routine worthy middle splits, 
but you definitely have the potential to 
push it even further to the ground. 

Needs work. Keep working on the movement and position of 
your arms during the chainé prep. Work on the brush lock of 
the first leg and the bending of the back leg; as well as the 
correct arm postitioning. 

Again, great improvement from the 
time you started. First off, when 
running into the leap, don’t exactly 
"run"; it should look like your gently 
galloping over puddles and your 
arms never move as they stay in first 
postion. Once you develop into the 
air, you tend to put a lot of energy 
into your first leg and forget to put 
that equally into your back leg; this 
makes them peak at different times 
and look like a teater-totter. Think 
"Height not Flight". Lastly, run toe-
heel, not heel-toe. 

Needs work to be incorporated into a 
competitive routine. From the beginning, use 
your arms in shelf during the prep. Straighten 
out that supporting leg and open up your 
hips. More snap and energy. 

Close to being competition material. Great 
breaking arms, but break them to a 
parallel peak; falling under 180. Position 
head backwards, instead of choking on 
your neck. Make both knees level in the 
peak, where they are both at the same 
height. Lastly, point your feet and land 
stronger. 

Muñeca Danforth

Has improved so much since the beginning. Really 
work on those opening arms in the relevé prep. Take 
this time to collect yourself so you do not over swing; 
too wide in "V" arms; keep closer and more in front of 
face. From there, in that relevé, when you keep your 
arms tighter, you can collect yourself much more 
during the jump. In the jump, lean back and tuck your 
pelvis more; you are leaning forward, which will 
never let your legs reach their full potential. Your 
center of gravity should be in the lower back and 
upper thighs.

Needing a lot of work to hit 
expectations for a routine-ready turn. 
Snap much faster into your relevé from 
your deep prep. Snap-lock your left 
knee and pull up that right passé faster. 
Falling to the right; so control that 
momentum of turning by tucking your 
pelvis, holding your ribcage in, and 
lifting your chest. Lastly, work on 
spotting sharper. 

Almost there; really work on dynamic 
stretching so you can sit and fully extend 
your split all the way through your feet.

So close to hitting that sitting left split. 
Keep dynamically stretching and 
working on straightening that back left 
knee. Also, send that energy from the 
front leg all the way into your foot; 
tends to be flexed. 

Almost there. Keep stretching much 
more in those hips, as well as lifting 
your upper body and rolling back the 
shoulders for better posture. 

Calypso is under expectations to be in a competitive routine. 
During the second chainé,  you brush the leg way too wide; 
making a over-rotated and teater-totter look. Your back leg is 
trailing and peaking at different moments as your front leg; 
make sure you jump and peak at equal moments. The back 
leg is peaking when your right leg lands; work on poppy 
motions. Arms are wide; keep left arm stuck like glue to your 
ear. Work on straightening your left arm up to your ear, 
while also cutting out the swimming motion into and out of 
the jump. 

Very close to meeting competitive 
expectations. Run into the prep with 
your toe first and then heel, instad of 
heel then toe; giving a "run-like" feel. 
Good arms, but keep eyes up for 
presentation. Keep working hard on 
getting that back leg up and straight

Needs work to be incorporated into a 
competitive routine. From the beginning, use 
your arms in shelf during the prep, and break 
them hard down your sides once you kick 
through. Straighten out that supporting leg, as 
well as your right kicking one, and open up 
your hips. More snap and energy. 

Close to being competition material. Great 
breaking arms, but break them to a 
parallel peak; falling under 180. Position 
head backwards, instead of choking on 
your neck. Make both knees level in the 
peak, where they are both at the same 
height. Lastly, point your feet and land 
stronger. 

Taylor Hermsen 
Really work on your peak of your jump, making it to 
atleast a parallel 180. Instead of leaning forward, tuck 
your pelvis so your legs can reach their full potential.

From the start, really dig deeper into 
your prep. Supporting leg is bent, so 
pull higher from that deeper prep. End 
your turn in the same spot as you 
started; falling to your right, so put 
more weight into your left.

Down there, but you can totally get 
them further; plevis to the ground and 
streching that back leg much more. 

Keep dynamically stretching to push 
your back leg straight and your plevis 
to the ground. Stretch through and 
work on pointing all the way through 
into your toes 

Approuching expectations to be in a 
routine. Work on straightening your 
arms by stretching your hips so your 
back can arch and reach your full 
potential.

Travel more in your second chaine turn, so your legs can 
build that power for your jump. Arms are off, control your 
right arm in the turn. Make sure the left-bent leg peaks at the 
same moment as the right-straight leg.

Meets expectations, but you can 
really straighten that back leg much 
more. Run into your leap first with 
your toes then with your heel; not 
heel-toe.

From the beginning, make sure that your 
supporting leg is turned out; where you have 
your left foot facing its left angle of your box. 
Can lean much more so your right kicking leg 
can make much more of a tilted image. 

Get lower in prep. Break arms straight 
through chest, so they are parallel in the 
peak of the jump; they are swinging and 
below during peak. 

Lana Gould 

Great toe touch. Can work on the beginning relevé 
prep; use this time to collect yourself so you do not 
over swing; too wide in "V" arms; keep closer and 
more in front of face. From there, in that relevé, when 
you keep your arms tighter, you can collect yourself 
much more during the jump. In the jump, lean back 
and tuck your pelvis more; you are leaning forward, 
which will never let your legs reach their full potential. 

Hitting expectations to be in a 
competitve routine. Snap into that passé 
from the start and keep that supporting 
straight leg tight in relevé. Falling to the 
left side, so make sure you take your 
prep to control your center and take 
time to fully dig deep in your plié.

So close to hitting that sitting right split. 
Keep dynamically stretching and 
working on straightening that back left 
knee. Also, send that energy from the 
front leg all the way into your foot; 
tends to be flexed. 

So close to hitting that sitting left split. 
Keep dynamically stretching and 
working on straightening that back left 
knee. Also, send that energy from the 
front leg all the way into your foot; 
tends to be flexed. 

Almost exceeding expectations. Make 
sure your knees are not buckling in 
ward.

Very close! Poppiness is there completely, but really work on 
making both legs flat/parallel with the floor, instead of 
having one trailing behind. 

Very close to meeting competitive 
expectations. Run into the prep with 
your toe first and then heel, instad of 
heel then toe; giving a "run-like" feel. 
Good arms, but keep eyes up for 
presentation. Keep working hard on 
getting that back leg up and straight

Really good kick, but really lean and snap 
more those legs; straighten knees more. 

Great C-Jump. Work on the breaking the 
arms.  Break arms straight through your 
chest; swinging in a way that it looks like 
you are about to do a back 
handspring/tuck.

Katie Klatt

Approaching exceptations, but from the starting prep, 
collect yourself; tucking your pelvis, closing your 
ribcage, and holding your arms strong. In the jump, 
lean back and tuck your pelvis more. Arms are also 
swinging past the parallel 180 line; giving a "flappy 
bird" look. While you are over-extended, you tend to 
forget straightening your left knee/leg; focus on 
sending all that energy from your thigh muscles, into 
your knees, and down to your toes; feet tend to not be 
pointed.

Great double, exceeds expectations. 
Definitely work on triple and even 
quad. Can work on fully straightening 
that supporting leg while turning. 

Great split. But really straighten those 
knees and work on the pointing of the 
feet.

Great split. But really straighten those 
knees and work on the pointing of the 
feet.

Almost exceeding expectations. Make 
sure your knees are fully straightened 
and your chested is lifted; lifting your 
upper body and rolling back the 
shoulders. 

Calypso is under expectations to be in a competitive routine. 
During the second chainé,  you brush the leg way too wide; 
making a over-rotated and teater-totter look. Your back leg is 
trailing and peaking at different moments as your front leg; 
make sure you jump and peak at equal moments. The back 
leg is peaking when your right leg lands; work on poppy 
motions. Arms are wide; keep left arm stuck like glue to your 
ear. Work on straightening your left arm up to your ear, 
while also cutting out the swimming motion into and out of 
the jump. 

Leaps are exceptional. Work on 
presentation; eyes up, shoulders 
down, and arms parallel with the 
floor. Also, you are running heel-toe, 
make sure you are running toe-heel; 
giving a "running" like feel in prep. 

Really good kick, but really snap more in 
those legs and arms!

Great C-Jump. In the prep, don’t lean so 
far forward with your chest; a lifted upper 
body is best for presentation. Prefect 
breaking arms and arched back with the 
pushed out pelvis. 

Lily Koeser

Approaching exceptations, but from the starting prep, 
you can work on keep your arms from not over 
swinging; too wide. When keeping the arms tigher, 
you can collect yourself much more during the jump. In 
the jump, lean back and tuck your pelvis more; you 
are leaning forward, which will never let your legs 
reach their full potential. Once you tuck, it will also 
help with your arms; flapping behind you in the peak. 
Really use that energy all the way into and through to 
your toes; point harder. 

Meeting expectations and definitely 
able to get around more; needs more 
confidence. From the prep, turn out 
your front left foot + knee and get 
deeper; work on widening legs. Snap 
faster and harder into your relevé. Get 
lower and take time to sit + hold your 
landing sumo. 

Exceeds expectations; great pointed 
foot, sending energy front and back into 
both legs. Can definitely start 
dynamically stretching to get over-
extended splits. 

Hitting expectations, but can excel by 
pointing left foot more and extending 
all your engry into straightening and 
locking your back right and left knees. 

Exceeds expectations to be in a 
routine. Always keep on working to 
keep strength in your upper chest and 
ankles, especially when pulling in 
during a routine, for example.

Meeting expectations, but can work more on controlling your 
arms and rotation so you hit a picture to the front; getting 
wound up in the momentum of the chaine that you are over 
rotating your upper body to the side, instead of hitting front. 
Make sure your straight right leg and bent left leg hit same 
peaks. Work on cutting out the swinging/swimming motion of 
your L-arms coming into and out of the jump.

Almost there, but really stretch 
through your legs and send energy 
towards the pop and peak of your 
leap. 

Hitting expectations, but you can really snap 
your leg into and out of that kick; giving a 
floaty look. Send that power out.

Get lower in your prep and hit those arms 
harder. Break arms straight through your 
chest; swinging in a way that it looks like 
you are about to do a back 
handspring/tuck. Breaking through your 
chest will also help you work on pushing 
your pelvis forward more in that jump 
peak. Break arms, again, straight through 
your chest when landing.

Ava Neal

Falling short from expectations, but very close. From 
the starting prep, not only make sure you are on 
relevé, work on keeping your arms from not over 
swinging; too wide. When keeping the arms tighter, 
you can collect yourself much more during the jump. In 
the jump, lean back and tuck your pelvis more; you 
are leaning forward, which will never let your legs 
reach their full potential. From there, keep your big 
toes together when you plié; tends to be winging, 
which is great when pointing feet, but not in a prep 
postion. Really tuck your pelvis in the jump so your 
center is moved backward; this will get your legs up 
past parallel. Again, tucking your pelvis will help you 
repostion your center, which should be almost 
backwards of you, in your lower back. Lastly, work on 
that landing; knees are hitting together while the 
ankles are falling inwards, away from touching each 
other. Put more confidence in it! You have it! 

Hitting expectations to be in a 
competitve routine. From the beginning 
relevé prep, do not sickle that left ankle; 
keep it strong. Snap into that passé 
from the start and keep that supporting 
straight leg tight in relevé. End the turn 
in a deep sumo to cement it fully. 

Hitting expectations, but you can 
definitely push yourself by stretching and 
sending all that energy straight into your 
feet for a nice point.

Great left split. Make sure you push 
that  front foot to fully point all the  
way through; tends to sickle, so make 
sure you wing that ankle. 

Middle split is hitting competitive 
expectations. Work on reaching the 
floor, focusing on your posture within 
up upper body, and keeping knees 
straight; tend to be buckling. 

Needing work to meet competitive expectations. During the 
chaine prep, not only take that time to engage everything 
(tucking your pelvis, closing your ribcage, and presenting 
your chest), but spot stronger into the direction in which you 
are moving towards. Make sure both legs peak at the same 
time, while working on straightening your left arm up to your 
ear and cutting out the swimming motion into and out of the 
jump. Push to peak your back and front leg higher, for a flat 
line. 

Almost there, but really stretch 
through your legs and send energy 
towards the pop and peak of your 
leap. 

So close to hitting expectations. Legs are 
snapping great, could hit more finishing, but 
make sure you snap those arms as well; 
straight down the sides of your butt. 

Hitting expectations, but can use more 
work to be excelling. From the beginning 
prep, work on breaking your arms 
properly through your chest, instead of 
swinging them above and back. When you 
are coming out of your peak, fall forward 
and put hands on the ground. 

Makala Lang

Really has improved a ton since your freshman year! 
Keep/start using your toe-touch bands so you can get 
those legs up 10 to 20 more degree. Keep tucking 
your pelvis and actively engaging your core from that 
beginning prep. 

Meeting the requirements to be 
competitive, but there are some areas 
to work on to excel. From that prep, 
engage everything (tucking, closing, 
and engaging) so that your plié is 
stronger. Front foot is also turned in, so 
turn out and get way lower in that prep 
postion. During the turn, keep your 
ankle pressed to your knee; tend to 
have your toes touching the knee cap. 
Straighten and press down that whole 
supporting turn leg; tends to be bent. 

Almost hitting expectations, but can 
stretch much more though your front and 
back knees, and using that, extend that 
energy all the way through into your 
feet for a stronger point. 

Expectation almost there. Keep 
dynamically stretching to be able to 
sit down in that split. Also, point feet 
much more. 

Very close to competitive expections. 
Work more on opening your hips and 
stretching deeper into the ground. 
Focus on your posture within your 
upbody; chest up for prestation. 

Hitting competition expectations, but can really push more. In 
the first chaine, really pull up higher in your relevé. Work on 
keeping your chest more to the front. Also, work on keeping 
your "L" properly in place; where the right arm is open to 
second to the front, instead of over rotating to the back. Even 
though your legs are peaking at the same time, push to peak 
your back leg higher, for a flat line. 

Hits the marks to be in a competitive 
routine, but can excel more by 
straightening that back leg and 
extending all that energy evenly out 
and into both legs. While in the air, 
keep eyes up. 

Needs work to be incorporated into a 
competitive routine. From the beginning, turn 
out your supporting left leg, so your hips are 
postioned correctly for your legs to hit their 
peaks. Straighten supporting leg; very bent. 

Hits expectations. Work on breaking your 
arms properly through your chest, instead 
of swinging them above and back. Really 
push your pelvis forward; can bend so 
much more and hit a better "C" shape 
peak.

Sophia Morrissey

Close to meeting expectations. From the prep, use that 
relevé to cement your body; tuck your pelvis, engage 
+ close your rigcage, and open your chest. Make sure 
your legs and arms move almost as one when hitting 
your peak. Really tuck your pelvis in the jump so your 
center is moved backward; this will get your legs up 
past parallel. Again, tucking your pelvis will help you 
repostion your center, which should be almost 
backwards of you, in your lower back. 

Exceeding expectations, but can push 
yourself so much more. Take that 
beginning relevé to tuck your pelvis, 
postion your ribcage in, and lift your 
chest. From there, get low in your prep 
and keep your front left leg turned out; 
tends to turn in. Snap that passé leg fast 
and higher up to the inside of your left 
turning leg. With that left leg, put more 
energy into straightening and lifting 
thorughout the entirety of the motion. 
Hit that ending sumo harder and 
deeper. You can definitely push for a 
triple, even a quad. 

Hitting expectations, but you can 
definitely push yourself by stretching and 
sending all that energy in your back left 
leg as well; knee tends to be bent. 

Almost hitting expectation. Keep 
dynamically stretching and working to 
get that back leg + knee straight. 
Also, work on actively pointing that 
foot.

Hitting that competitive expectation, 
but can fully exceed by working on 
lifting your upper body and rolling 
back the shoulders. Keep working on 
being able to lay on the ground. 

Close to hitting expectation, needs wotk. In the first chaine, 
really pull up higher in your relevé; this should be where you 
take the time to control our core and position your body into 
the proper area. From there, into the second chaine, open 
your legs wider; you are turning under yourself, which makes 
the jump look more soft, instead of reaching its full potential 
by being hard/poppy. During the peak of the jump, the legs 
are falling from their potential. Make sure, once you finish 
that second chaine, brush lock that right leg up. Having the 
right leg hit, have the left leg hit at the same time as well; 
tends to fall down and not hit in a "poppy pom" way;  push 
to peak your back and front leg higher, for a flat line. Work 
on cutting out the swinging/swimming motion of your L-arms 
coming into and out of the jump.

Hits the marks to be in a competitive 
routine, but can excel more by 
straightening that back leg and 
extending all that energy evenly out 
and into both legs. While in the air, 
keep eyes up. 

Close to hitting competitive expectations. You 
can really snap your leg into and out of that 
kick more; giving a floaty look. Send that 
power out from not only your legs, but also 
your arms; push then straight down your butt. 
Really straighten that supporting left leg.

Hitting expectations, but can use more 
work to be excelling. From the beginning 
prep, get way lower, so you have more 
energy in the jump. Once in that peak, fully 
push that pelvis forward with more energy; 
the "C" is getting lost. 

Olivia Valley

Almost hitting expectations. From the start, begin your 
prep with more energy into tucking your pelvis and 
cementing your arms from a strong core. When 
swinging your arms during the jump, your arms are 
over extending past the needed parallel form, even 
before your feet leave the ground. Make sure your 
legs and arms move almost as one when hitting your 
peak. Really tuck your pelvis in the jump so your 
center is moved backward; this will get your legs up 
past parallel. Also, straighten and push power into 
your arms.

Close to exceeding expectations. Take 
that beginning relevé to tuck your 
pelvis, postion your ribcage in, and lift 
your chest; doing this, get lower into 
your plié and center your right hip to 
the front, instead of turning early. Snap 
faster into the relevé and passé, and 
land land into a deeper finsihing sumo; 
widen your feet and legs.

Hitting and getting closer to that 
exceeded expectation. Really send more 
energy towards both legs to fully 
straighten from thigh to knee to foot; 
make that front foot more pointed when 
sitting down. 

Same thing with your left side; great 
left side, but you can put for energy 
into both legs and extending it all the 
way from the thighs to knees to feet. 
Pointing that foot to its full potential is 
important for finishing that clean line.

Meeting the expectations, but you can 
definitely push yourself more to lay 
flat onto the floor to excel higher.

Meeting expectations, but can fully exceed by peaking both 
your legs at the same moment; your bent left leg tends to fall 
behind and not hit with the front straight leg. Keep the power 
stronger in and out of the jump; seems more ballet soft than 
pom hard. 

Meeting expectations, but you can 
work on making that split a full 180-
flat split when peaking in the air. 
Work on sending energry, not only in 
both legs, but into your feet to strech 
that point to its full potential.

Hitting expectations, but you can really snap 
your leg into and out of that kick; giving a 
floaty look. Send that power out from not only 
your legs, but also your arms; push then 
straight down your butt. 

Meeting competition material, but still 
needs improvement. From the prep, break 
your arms straight through your chest; you 
are swinging in a way that makes it look 
like you are about to do a back 
handspring/tuck. Once in that peak, fully 
push that pelvis forward with more energy; 
the "C" is getting lost. 

Kailey Weires

Still needing active work, but have improved a ton 
since the start. From the prep, keep your ankles 
together and tuck your pelvis, so your core will be 
stronger and your arms can punch harder. When 
tucking your pelvis from the start, you can properly 
get and snap your legs up to hit exceptations of a 
parallel jump. Practive these by video taping yourself 
from the side so you can see your body position.

So close to hitting expectations for a 
routine-ready turn. Snap much faster 
into your relevé from your deep prep. 
Snap-lock your left knee and pull up that 
right passé faster. Falling to the right; 
so control that momentum of turning by 
tucking your pelvis, holding your 
ribcage in, and lifting your chest. Lastly, 
work on spotting sharper. 

Hitting and exceed expectations. Nice 
extended and arched point. Definitely 
can push yourself to dynamically strecth 
for an over-extended postion. 

Falling short to expectations. Work 
harder on dynamically stretching 
everyday on that side; really 
straighten that back leg.

Hitting that competitive expectation, 
but can fully exceed by working on lift 
you upper body to make it look 
effortless; really extend the knees, lift 
the chest, and roll back the shoulders. 

From the beginning first chaine, pay attention to your posture 
and straight your knees. In the second chaine, open your legs 
wider; you are turning under yourself, which makes the jump 
harder. Also, open your arms from first postion to second 
postion; they are staying closed thoughout the whole chaine, 
which will lessen your momentum for the jump. Make sure 
both legs peak at the same time, while presenting your chest 
to the front and not the direction you are traveling. Work on 
straightening your left arm up to your ear, while also cutting 
out the swimming motion into and out of the jump.  

So close to hitting expectations. Once 
you brush and extend that right leg 
off the floor, make sure you send that 
same energy to the back leg; front leg 
is nice and straight, but the back leg 
tends to bend. 

Needs work to be incorporated into a 
competitive routine. From the start, do not 
sickle your right foot; brush lock that knee 
straight and send that energy all the way 
through into a pointed foot for a clean line. 
Arms are swinging, much like a barn-door, 
make sure they break down your chest and 
through to the back-sides of your butt. Leaning 
properly, but really turnout that bottom-
supporting leg and straighten your knee as 
well. Once that postioning is correct, engage 
your kicking right leg to tilt as you lean to the 
left. Lastly, snap not only into the kick, but 
also out of it. Put more confidence into it!

Close to hitting competition material. In the 
prep, make sure you keep your chest lifted; 
falling over too far. In the peak, make both 
knees level; where they are both at the 
same height. With the arms, they break 
good through the chest, but they fall under 
parallel in the peak and forget to break 
back through when landing. 

Josie VanBoxtel

Approaching exceptations! From the starting prep, you 
can work on keep your arms from not over swinging; 
too wide. When keeping the arms tighter, you can 
collect yourself much more during the jump. In the 
jump, lean back and tuck your pelvis more. You 
should have your center of gravity in your lower back 
and upper thighs. In the peak of the jump collect your 
arms; tend to flap out and go above the parallel 
postition. 

Hitting expectations to be in a 
competitve routine. Snap into that passé 
from the start and keep that supporting 
straight leg tight in relevé. During that 
motion, also snap that right arm, as 
well as your left, straight to your chest. 
End in a lower sumo sitting postion as 
well. 

Great sitting right split! Keep 
dynamically stretching and working on 
straightening both knees a little more.

Hitting expectations, but can excel by 
pointing left foot more and extending 
all your engry into straightening and 
locking your back right and left knees. 
Really point that front foot. 

Great middle split; exceeds 
expectations for within a competitive 
routine. Keep stretching more to get 
your pelvis to the ground.

Very close! Rreally work on making both legs flat/parallel 
with the floor, instead of having one trailing behind. Your 
arms hit the "L" position, but quickly begin "swimming" 
around when coming out of the jump. Cement those arms!  
Your back leg is trailing and peaking at different moments as 
your front leg; make sure you jump and peak at equal 
moments. The back leg is peaking when your right leg lands; 
work on poppy motions. Arms are wide; keep left arm stuck 
like glue to your ear. 

Great leap, very close to hitting that 
competitive expection. From the prep, 
make sure you're running toe-heel, not 
heel-toe; makes it look like more 
"graceful' rather than running into it. 
Keep stretching that energy through 
both legs; back left leg is falling under 
peak time. With your arms, make 
them more soldified, instead of 
"swimming" them. 

An exceptional butt kick. Keep that snap in 
both your arms and legs throughout the whole 
movement. Really straighten that bottom leg 
some more!

Great C-Jump postion in the air, but the 
arms getting into and out of it are not 
breaking. From the prep, break your arms 
straight through your chest; you are 
swinging in a way that makes it look like 
you are about to do a back 
handspring/tuck. Once in that peak, fully 
push that pelvis forward 


